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Introduction
Accidental release of non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs), such as petroleum hydrocarbons, into the subsurface can pose significant health and environmental concerns. These include (but not limited approaches for a particular case greatly depends on their feasibility, proper application and subsurface conditions.
In general, any engineering approach such as pilot field-scale trials to determine an appropriate sequence and configuration of the recovery methods for a particular site may be expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, the long-term outcome and the endpoint of LNAPL recovery is not easily predictable by simply extrapolating the results from field-scale trials. Since computational methods can be a powerful tool for dealing with long-term and realistic problems involved in large time and spatial scale geoscience systems [11] , representative computational simulation becomes a non-invasive and potentially more affordable technique to elucidate the effectiveness of complex remediation options (e.g. [12, 13] ) and LNAPL recovery strategies [14] . Validation of such computational methods is a critical first step.
Transport, partitioning and fate of LNAPL in porous media as well as common recovery methods have critical characteristics and features which should be adequately addressed in a representative simulation. First, the combination of the LNAPL plume morphology, location of the recovery wells and the soil heterogeneity and stratification may form a highly asymmetric problem which cannot be dealt with using simplifying assumptions such as symmetric modelling domains [15, 16] . Second, the release, transport and partitioning of LNAPL in porous media is a multi-phase (air, water and LNAPL) and multi-component problem. The state of the LNAPL plume over the course of remediation can be very dynamic, with its phase behaviour very much dependent on compositional changes. This also means that LNAPL dissolution fronts can become unstable during their propagation [17] . 1 Furthermore, the recovery methods also include complex regimes of multi-phase extraction of liquids and gases from the subsurface. To accommodate all these features, a combined multi-phase and multi-component modelling strategy is needed to represent field conditions [19] .
Various multi-phase and multi-component models for simulation of LNAPL movement and partitioning in subsurface systems have been applied over the last decade. An introduction to these models and discussions on the capabilities of each are presented in the literature [20, 21] . Among these models, the serial-processing code TMVOC (a member of the TOUGH2 family of codes [22] ) has shown its ability to mimic the most critical behaviours of the multi-component LNAPL transport and partitioning for simplified problems [23, 24, 21, 16] . TMVOC is an integral finite-difference numerical code, written in FORTRAN 77, which practically solves discretised partial differential equations governing non-isothermal subsurface transport phenomena at a Darcy-scale. The code includes various options for constitutive relationships, partitioning attributes of the components and biological degradation. The source code is well-structured and therefore, it is possible to amend and modify the code as needed [21] . The parallel version of the code, TMVOC-MP (a member of the TOUGH2-MP group of codes) was also released in 2007 [25] . Generally, TMVOC has not been used for field-scale LNAPL recovery and groundwater remediation problems [26] .
Here, we aim to build, test and verify a parallel-processing modelling framework, based on TMVOC-MP, to representatively simulate three dimensional (3D), field-scale application of complex LNAPL recovery and groundwater remediation approaches including multi-phase and multi-component removal of liquids and gases from the subsurface. We investigate the capabilities of such a modelling framework plus its computational costs to conduct representative simulations. The modelling framework is tested on two different supercomputing facilities with different architectures. We 1 Research is currently in progress on this topic [18] . discuss the performance of the framework on each facility and also comment on some of the experiences gained during compilation and execution of the code.
To test and verify the framework, we use data from a field scale LNAPL recovery and groundwater remediation study at a site in Western Australia. The field pilot trials included sequential application of various multi-phase LNAPL remedial approaches and the key results are reported here for the first time. The site was contaminated by weathered gasoline/kerosene. Field tests were conducted to map the LNAPL distribution in the subsurface and identify the processes controlling the effectiveness of various LNAPL recovery methods including skimming, vacuum-enhanced recovery, slurping and water table drawdown. The measurements, including the rate and total volume of LNAPL recovered, soil gas pressures and composition of the soil gas were recorded during application of various recovery methods [27, 28] . To demonstrate the capabilities of the modelling framework for field-scale 3D representative simulations and to verify the code, we implemented the sequential LNAPL recovery approaches into the framework and compared the simulation results with the field measurements. Due to the nature of the various recovery methods applied, the framework testing and verification spans various levels of the dynamics in the system including short and long temporal and spatial scales. 2 This is the first validation of a parallel-processing framework that models field-scale, multi-phase and multi-component partitioning processes required to simulate LNAPL product recovery and multi-phase complex subsurface remedial technologies. We briefly discuss critical characteristics and data from the field site, describe the governing equations and the model features, the simulation resources, performance and the results. The capabilities, features and computational costs of this modelling framework (through the presented 3D field-scale simulation) help decide where such modelling can be applied to elucidate the effectiveness of appropriate remediation methods for various site conditions and resources. The ability of this modelling framework in dealing with detailed fieldscale problems can be of particular importance for predicting the effective endpoint of expensive subsurface LNAPL remediation processes and in determining the longevity of risks posed by LNAPLs, which is still a challenging task.
The field site, remedial approach and key findings
The site under study is located in Western Australia. The site hydrogeology, contamination features and the recovery methods were reported in [27, 29, 28] . The average maximum and minimum temperatures at the site were 27 and 16 • Celsius respectively. The site altitude is a few meters above sea level. For the period of 1876-2015, the average annual rainfall of the region was 839 mm [30] . Cores were collected to determine soil physical properties and the distribution of LNAPL and its components in the profile. Soil gas was sampled from multi-level samplers and air extraction lines.
Results of the core sampling indicated that the soil type is generally fine to coarse sand with some isolated and non-correlated heterogeneities and partially cemented zones. The nominated multi-phase recovery well located almost at the centre of the LNAPL plume is depicted in Fig. 1 (Right) . The depth-averaged composition of the LNAPL is reported in Table 1 , indicating that it can be characterised as weathered gasoline/kerosene. The average fluid distribution profile at the site is also shown in Fig. 2 . Field cores and LNAPL thickness measurements in wells indicated that the LNAPL plume had an approximate radius of 50 m. 
Table 1
Abundance and properties of compounds found in the LNAPL plume. Data on Wagner equation coefficients is adopted from [31] , solubilities SW from [5] , diffusion coefficients D, viscosity , molecular weight MW , critical pressure and temperature (Pc and Tc) from [32] and density from [33] . Xyl is xylene, EtBen is ethylbenzene, Napht is naphthalene and TMB is trimethylbenzene. The sequence of LNAPL remediation methods applied at this well is shown in Fig. 3 . The overall field trial ran for 78 days and included LNAPL multi-phase recovery technologies such as skimming and vacuum-enhanced skimming with and without water table drawdown. Slurping was also tested (without water table drawdown). For vacuum-enhanced recovery, an average −4 kPa pressure (with an increasing trend) was applied in the capped well. For the water table drawdown technique, 47 m 3 /day of water was pumped from beneath the LNAPL in the well. During the skimming phases, the skimmer elevation was manoeuvred at the LNAPL/water interface. For the slurping phase, a 25 mm stainless steel straw was lowered in the well to the approximate level of the air-liquid interface. The average in-well suction during the combined three-phase slurping was −2.2 kPa. Skimming was repeated as a control technique between applications of other techniques. This was to account for any changes in the rates due to mass removal from previous tests. Recovered LNAPL volumes were measured routinely and gas was sampled from air extraction lines to determine additional mass removal due to volatilisation and to determine compositional changes over time Fig. 4 depicts the key trends over the complete period of the field trial; showing changes in the volume of the recovered LNAPL induced by application of each LNAPL recovery technique. A total of 5221 L of LNAPL was recovered over the period of the field trial, which is equivalent to removing the entire LNAPL volume initially in the aquifer within a 4.7 m radius of the primary recovery well. Initially, during skimming alone the rate of LNAPL recovery was of the order of 5-6 mL/s, but rapidly decreased to below 1 mL/s within the first few days. The initial high recovery was due to the abundance of mobile LNAPL in the near-radius of the well. Over nearly two weeks of skimming this rate remained almost constant. The sizable nature of the LNAPL plume and the intrinsic permeability of the aquifer [34] are thought to be the primary aspects that allow this recoverability. By applying an increasing vacuum whilst skimming (after day 14), the LNAPL recovery rate increased up to 1.6 mL/s. Some observed variability is due pump failures, such as the decrease on day 19. From day 20 onwards the rate of LNAPL recovery by vacuum-enhanced skimming decreased slightly to the end of the period, indicating the start of some limitations to LNAPL availability. Application of a vacuum would accelerate evaporation of more volatile compounds from LNAPL in the vicinity of the well, and lead to a decrease in LNAPL saturation which diminishes LNAPL mobility. Over these two periods 1643 L was recovered.
Mass
From day 24 for a duration of 4 days and also from day 36 for a duration of 5 days a skimming only approach was also applied. Volumes recovered over these periods were 51 L and 63 L respectively with average near-constant recovery rates of 0.14-0.15 mL/s. This was considerably less than the first phase of skimming (days 1-14) mainly due to the reduced LNAPL mobility around the well caused by mass loss during the vacuum-enhanced recovery. For the slurping phase (days [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , the rate of recovery was not able to be routinely measured, but the total volume of the recovered LNAPL was estimated as 426 L giving an average of 0.7 mL/s over this period. Drawing down the water table increased the hydraulic heads and the LNAPL gradient towards the well. This is observed from day 41-49 when the recovery rate continued to increase up to 0.81 mL/s recovering a total of 356 L of LNAPL over the period. Applying a vacuum on day 49 induced a peak rate of LNAPL recovery of about 3 mL/s, decreasing to 2.3 mL/s at the end of the period. This is clearly the highest rates of recovery induced over the trial after the first day or so, and in total extracted 1390 L of LNAPL over the 7 day period. We note that the magnitude of the decrease in the LNAPL recovery rate in this phase (3-2.3 mL/s) was higher than the recovery rate decrease (1.6-1.4 mL/s) in the first phase of vacuum-enhanced recovery (days 20-23). As discussed the enhanced volatilisation of compounds and the consequent decrease in LNAPL mobility around the well causes decreases in the rate of recovery such as these. Here, although the drawdown of the water table would enhance LNAPL mobility towards the well, it also redistributes LNAPL vertically and exposes a greater surface area of the LNAPL to the air. Overall, this enhances volatilisation and decreases LNAPL saturation and mobility.
Interestingly despite the significant total recovery of LNAPL to this point (almost 4000 L) in the field trial and the induced volatilisation of LNAPL, the rate of LNAPL recovery upon turning the vacuum off at day 56 was 0.3 mL/s and increased over the period of the phase at day 70 to a rate of 1.1 mL/s; recovering another 947 L of LNAPL over the period. Groundwater pumping to induce water table drawdown clearly had a strong effect on generating hydraulic and LNAPL gradients towards the well to allow successive recovery of such large volumes of LNAPL despite other processes driving redistribution and partitioning processes that would lead to reduced mobility and recoverability of the LNAPL. These are the complex multi-phase redistribution and partitioning processes that we have sought to model here accounting for the relevant level of representation of the field scale trials.
Governing equations and the representative model
The core model (TMVOC-MP) is based on two critical assumptions, (i) a Darcy flow regime prevails, and (ii) for partitioning, the model assumes equilibrium conditions in the form of Raoult's and Henry's Law between the three phases [22] . Both assumptions have been extensively examined and verified for meso and large (field)scale problems [24, 21, 16] . In an integral form, the mass conservation equation is
where dVn is an arbitrary subdomain, n is the surface of the subdomain, M K is the mass of the component under study, F is the mass flux, q is the sink/source term (here indicating LNAPL, air and water extraction from the well) and n is the normal vector on the surface element. No chemical or biological reaction was considered here. This is justified as the duration of the field trial was relatively short (less than 100 days) compared to over a decade since the release at the site. Furthermore, K = 1, . . .,NK, where NK is the number of components in the system. The advective mass flux is
and Xˇis the molar fraction of K in phase ˇ. In the above equation, k and k rˇa re the absolute and relative permeability (to phasě ), is the dynamic viscosity and P is the total pressure. The vector g is gravitational acceleration. The feasibility of these equations for simulation of Darcy-scale interfacial mass transfer has been extensively verified in recent analytical, numerical and experimental studies [35, 24, 21, 16] . Relative permeability and capillary pressure functions defined in [36] 
where S ij j is the effective wetting phase fluid saturation and S m is the irreducible saturation of the wetting phase. The soil type in the LNAPL recovery field trial was sand [27, 28] (we considered an absolute permeability of 5.0 × 10 −12 m 2 [34, 37] ). Preliminary simulations showed that the site condition could fairly be assumed as homogeneous and isotropic. The parameters n, ˛G N and ˛A qN were set to 1.84, 10 (m −1 ) and 11 (m −1 ) respectively [36, 21] . Despite the site conditions (including the position of the recovery well, the LNAPL distribution and the soil) allowing a 2D radial coordinate simulation, we chose to conduct 3D simulations to reveal the features, capabilities and computational costs of the modelling framework in simulating complex field-scale problems with similar compositional and numerical mesh intensity. We also select this particular LNAPL remediation trial to verify the model as it covers a comprehensive and wide range of multi-phase LNAPL recovery approaches [27, 28] .
We categorised the components found in LNAPL from the site ( Table 1) into nine representative groups. Indeed, compounds with similar thermo-physical and chemical properties are grouped together. This approach has been tested and verified in e.g., [21] and [16] . The representative groups in this study plus their average critical thermo-physical properties and abundance are introduced in Table 2 .
A sketch of the simulation domain and the boundary conditions is shown in Fig. 1 (Left) . In order to prepare the unstructured voronoi mesh required, we used WinGridder, which is a Windowsbased graphical mesh generator for TOUGH group of codes [38] . A number of 180700 cells were generated to construct a cubic domain 100 m × 100 m in plan and 10 m in depth (including 100 evenly distributed mesh layers). The well was located at the centre of the domain. Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed at the outer boundaries. 3 Fig. 5 shows the mesh at three different scales. The cells representing the well wall are marked in the red ring in the right subfigure.
Code performance
Two scientific computing facilities were used. The first system was the Magnus Cray XC40 supercomputer (Intel Xeon Haswell processor cores) located at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre in Perth, Australia. Each node in this machine consists of 24 cores. The second system was the CSIRO Pearcey cluster which is a Dell Pow-erEdge M630 cluster system running Linux. Each node has dual 10 core Intel Xeon E5-2660 V3 processors. The entire simulations were finished using almost 10 5 and 0.85 million CPU-hours on Magnus and Pearcey respectively. All the simulations here were identically conducted on both systems and showed close agreement with less than 1% difference in the simulated LNAPL recovery rates. The performance of the systems used for different stages of the simulations is depicted in Fig. 6 .
In subfigures A-C, the performance of the Magnus supercomputer in establishing the initial water table conditions (with no NAPL) is shown. The number of time steps in these test simulations is 500 representing 512 × 10 3 s of simulation time. As both real-time and computational cost mattered on Magnus, a number of 28 Nodes (672 processors) were selected for this phase. Subfigure D compares the wall-time required by Magnus and Pearcey to conduct almost two hours of simulation of early stages of skimming and water table drawdown in which the system was very dynamic and therefore, the time steps were shorter (almost 120 time steps to cover the two hours of the simulation time). The horizontal coordinate in this subfigure shows the number of cores used (Note Magnus has 24 cores in each node and Pearcey has 20). It is seen that the optimum number of cores in Pearcey for the transient part of the simulations is around 200. The increase in the required wall-time for cores above this is due to the accumulated communication time between the processors. On the other hand, 3 Other option is transient infinite elements which is not currently available in TMVOC-MP [39] . the wall-time trend on Magnus were decreasing for up to the maximum number of the CPUs we used (720). It was also noted that for the equal number of cores and the transient simulations including all the eleven compounds (nine representative groups, water and air), Magnus was at least seven times faster than Pearcey which is potentially due to its advanced architecture.
Simulation, results and discussion
The first step was to establish the appropriate water table conditions with two compounds (air and water). This is a standard approach in TMVOC and has been discussed e.g., in [24] . Then the measured initial depth-wise LNAPL saturation profile was reconstructed. The final profile shown in Fig. 2 remained stable and approximated the soil core measurements, allowing testing of the model for recovery options. As the extent of the LNAPL plume at the site was not exactly known, we assumed that it occupied the entire domain (plan view). The side-domain boundary conditions were Dirichlet, the bottom was no-flow and the surface boundary condition, except the well cap, was held at a constant atmospheric pressure. Once the MESH file was generated with WinGridder, a separate Matlab script was developed and used to read it and to identify the cells representing the side boundaries, the well cap, the well side-isolations (casing), the coarse sand layer surrounding the bottom-half of the well and the inside-well domain. The MESH file was then updated with different ROCK names for these mentioned domains. The no-flow boundary condition was imposed at the well cap and for the casing. The absolute permeability for the coarse sand layer was not measured in the field and we repeated a number of simulations with 10 −9 m 2 and 10 −10 m 2 [37] . As the results did not show considerable difference (indeed this value was not the limiting parameter for the LNAPL transport) we set it to 10 −9 m 2 which also aided numerical convergence.
For the skimming technique, the cells located inside the well domain with the highest value of LNAPL saturation were identified and were used as the elevation of LNAPL extraction. These cells raised and fell for the case of vacuum-enhanced skimming and skimming with water table drawdown respectively. This had also been reported in the field measurements (the fluid interfaces). For the vacuum-enhanced recovery and water table drawdown, separate sink cells (for gas and water) were defined at the top and bottom of the well respectively.
Simulated results for LNAPL recovery rates over the 78 days of the field trial compared to field measurements are shown in Fig. 4 . Despite uncertainties in the geo-mechanical and hydro-geological features of the site, as well as the LNAPL distribution, it is seen that the model reproduces all the main trends in the LNAPL recovery rate over each phase of the sequential application of the LNAPL remediation methods at the site. The simulated results in general overpredict the recovery rates for most of the phases of recovery but for each phase the simulations mimic decreasing or increasing trends in rates. No attempt was made to adjust parameters further to overlay simulation and field data since trends and absolute rates were comparable. The aim was to be able to simulate trends within reasonable accuracy and magnitude. Even though the field trial was over a limited period, overprediction of rates via the simulation, may be because other mass removal processes are not turned on in the simulation (such as biodegradation processes). Some biodegradation was observed to occur at the field site [27] .
The comparable trends simulated by the framework shows a considerable robustness within the framework and code; as it requires switching between a period dominated by LNAPL mobility, to one where air movement and volatilisation are induced, to one where water pumping and drawdown accompanying all other processes. These are critical to accommodate in the code and rep- resent adequately. The code is shown to be adequate for liquid phase recovery while accounting for volatilisation, water flows and reasonable dissolution processes as well.
Beyond LNAPL mass recovery from the subsurface, regulation demands attention to components of LNAPLs that are drivers of risk at contaminated sites (such as benzene) and their partitioning to groundwater and soil gas phases (for example for vapour intrusion assessment). Such partitioning of hazardous chemicals in different phases is critical to the determination of LNAPL recovery endpoints and closure risk assessment. Therefore, a representative simulation should adequately address the presence and partitioning of critical compounds in the subsurface.
To evaluate the framework for this aspect, simulated results were determined for the initial vacuum-enhanced LNAPL recovery phase of the field trial (days 14-20 on Fig. 3 ) where data are available for the concentration of BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene) compounds measured in the extracted soil gas. A comparison of the simulation and field data is shown in Fig. 7 . Note the very low concentrations for toluene were due to its initially very low molar fraction in the LNAPL ( Table 2 ). Despite the lower molar fraction of benzene in the LNAPL compared to xylene and ethylbenzene, benzene has a significantly higher vapour pressure [24] which yielded a higher concentration for benzene initially in the extracted gaseous phase. Concentrations of each of the BTEX compounds decreased over time. The decreasing concentrations are due to the near-well depletion of volatile compounds in the LNAPL and as the time proceeds, the molar fraction of these compounds decreases adjacent to the well. This is also evidence for the declining LNAPL recovery rates in the field when including vacuum-enhanced recovery (Fig. 3) .
It is observed in Fig. 7 that the model is able to predict values and trends in the concentration changes over time and the proportionality of different compounds in the gas phase, even for a low abundance compound in the LNAPL like toluene (less than 10 −2 % by mole-see Table 1 ). Simulations underestimate benzene concentrations (by a factor of approximately 1.2-2.5) whereas the code overpredicts ethylbenzene concentrations slightly. This is good agreement, given other uncertainties and processes governing the extracted gas concentration [23] , such as parameter estimates and variations and aquifer heterogeneity. Overall, this shows an additional powerful but essential attribute of the simulation framework with respect to enabling the incorporation of risk assessment associated with the partitioning and transport of hazardous chemicals in different phases.
The radius of influence of the vacuum applied to the well is seen in Fig. 8 where the concentration distribution of various compounds in the simulation is depicted for day 23. A separate Matlab script had to be prepared to read the MESH and modified SAVE file (see the Appendix A) and produce the figure. It is observed that during vacuum-enhanced skimming, the radius of influence of the well with respect to soil vapours is almost 15 m. This is consistent with the field measurements, where the soil gas pressure around the well was monitored in observation and multi-level wells during the vacuum-enhanced recovery. Also note the concentration scale for toluene is almost two orders of magnitude less than the counterpart values for benzene, xylene and ethylbenzene. As discussed, this is due to the very low initial molar fraction of toluene in the LNAPL phase (Table 1) .
So far, we have shown that within a reasonable computational time, it is possible to simulate 3D site-scale multi-phase LNAPL remediation approaches and determine risks associated with various hazardous compounds in different phases. This is of particular importance because field LNAPL recovery and remediation problems may include thousands of chemicals in the LNAPL, heterogeneity in the soil and the LNAPL plume, complexity in the recovery well configurations, number of the recovery wells and additionally the groundwater flow. It has also been shown that rarely is a LNAPL plume symmetrical and therefore a 2D simulation strategy may be misleading or not representative enough [24] . Consequently, determination of an endpoint for costly recovery techniques may be a challenging task sometimes requiring 3D multi-phase and multi-component simulations to avoid unnecessary extensions to field-based remedial efforts.
The study here provides an indicative estimate of the computational resources required to representatively simulate field-scale processes. It provides a basis to trade-off accuracy with system complexity. The framework was validated over the relatively complex but short 78 day trial and enables longer term prediction of the effectiveness of remedial technologies in achieving mass removal but also determining the risk profile of hazardous chemicals once a recovery endpoint is reached. The field data and the computational results are applicable for future model verifications including development and application of alternate and possibly simpler approaches. Technical features on how to adopt the code for supercomputing facilities are provided in the Appendix A.
Conclusions
We reported results of a LNAPL remediation field trial (including sequential application of various multi-phase LNAPL recovery approaches) and used the data to validate a new simulation framework (including some pre-and post-processing codes for TMVOC-MP) to model complex LNAPL recovery methods at field time and length scales. To achieve this, beyond multi-phase considerations, multi-component partitioning and transport were accommodated for the first time for LNAPL recovery and subsurface remediation techniques. We evaluated the framework on two different high-performance computing facilities and verified it against the reported case-study including a sequence of various LNAPL remedial approaches. We intentionally kept the three dimensional layout of the problem to test the ability and feasibility of the framework for simulating asymmetric field-size problems using similar computational resources (albeit not considered in this paper). We also considered LNAPL as a multi-component mixture comprising nine representative groups for various aromatics and alkanes to also include partitioning of the hazardous compounds in different phases, changes to the remaining LNAPL physical and chemical properties as well as to test the model with respect to mimicking the measured concentrations of hazardous chemicals determined during remedial efforts.
Having appropriate computational resources available (e.g., similar those used here), allows construction of a framework based on TMVOC-MP which can help to assess the effectiveness of complex subsurface and LNAPL remedial and recovery methods under various site conditions. This is critical to enable longer time-frame simulations (decades to centuries) to determine the effective endpoint of LNAPL recovery/remediation methods, as well as provide compound-specific data that informs risk assessments associated with various hazardous chemicals for possible site closure decisions. As TMVOC-MP is available with its source code, it is also possible to modify the code to include new features that represent additional field-scale processes in the parallel version (e.g. hysteresis as in [21] , biodegradation kinetics [40] and recent understandings regarding the effects of soil compressibility and non-isothermal conditions [41, 18, 42] ).
